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MEET ROLLING BLACKOUTS COASTAL FEVER 
 

LISTEN TO "CLEAN SLATE"; TALK TIGHT MINI-LP COMING IN 2016 
 

 
 

Hailing from Melbourne, Rolling Blackouts Coastal Fever is made up of brothers Tom (guitar and vocals) 
and Joe R (bass), cousins Joe W (guitar and vocals) and Fran (guitar and vocals) and flatmate Marcel 
(drums). It was in 2014, over lazy nights spent eating pizza and jamming on an acoustic guitar in Fran’s 
bedroom that the band was born. 
 
“We were listening to a lot of music made by people in cold places idealising hot places. Bands like 
Orange Juice and Style Council built this aesthetic of imagined continental sophistication.” explains 
Fran. “They'd paint a picture of black sunglasses, espresso and gelato - which was probably at odds 
with their actual experience in Glasgow or London. Another group of total concept bands from 
Gothenburg from a few years back - The Embassy and Air France in particular - they had this sun-
soaked sound, but it came from cold apartments.” It’s this type of poetic irony that fills the band’s music 
and a self-deprecating, uniquely Australian wit that sets them apart from other bands in their genre. 
 
The tracks that will make up their debut mini-LP, Talk Tight (coming in early 2016), were recorded over 
three days in two locations, at a friend’s “tiny” rehearsal room, and above an office between the 
rundown grocery stores and jewellery shops of Melbourne’s Sydney Road. Today, they're sharing with 
the US a sneak peak into what will be contained within. Listen to the undeniably propulsive, 
unbelievably catchy "Clean Slate," and welcome Rolling Blackouts C.F. with open arms.   
 

LISTEN TO "CLEAN SLATE" 
http://bit.ly/1knz8ZE 

 
Rolling Blackouts C.F. Online: 



https://twitter.com/rollingbcf 
https://instagram.com/rollingblackoutscoastalfever/ 
https://www.facebook.com/rollingblackoutscoastalfever/ 
 
For more information, contact: Jacob Daneman | Pitch Perfect PR - jacob@pitchperfectpr.com, 773-
271-6844 
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